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No, markups have increased only slightly in some industries—and have stayed
the same overall—which refutes claims that market concentration is giving
firms more pricing power.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
▪

A number of advocates claim that businesses have been increasing their
price markups in the last two decades because they have gained
market power.

▪

The evidence for markups having increased dramatically is extremely
weak. Many of the studies making this claim suffer from serious
methodological errors.

▪

Price markups are notoriously difficult to measure, especially at the
firm level. Studies that find increases usually miscalculate by failing to
consider changes in marginal costs, especially related to the growing
share of intangible capital.

▪

In some industries, markups have increased for both small and large
firms and have gone up in a range of countries, all with different
antitrust regimes. Both suggest that something other than a decline in
competition is at work.

▪

In many industries with a rise in aggregate markups, the cause appears
to be an increase in competition, not market power. Market share is
shifting toward more productive, more innovative firms, and this is a
trend we should welcome.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, a number of academic papers have alleged that price markups (commonly
defined as the price of outputs divided by the marginal cost of producing an additional unit) have
increased in a large number of industries in the United States. They attribute this to increased
market concentration giving firms more pricing power.
In reality, the evidence for markups having increased dramatically is extremely weak. The lead
study showing large markups also shows markups have increased as much in small firms as in
large ones, suggesting market power has nothing to do with the increase. Overall, the evidence
suggests that, while markups have increased slightly in some industries, in others they have
remained roughly the same. Moreover, if markups have increased as much as the studies claim,
then why have domestic, nonfinancial profit rates over the same period increased only minimally?
Markups are notoriously difficult to measure, especially at the firm level. And in many cases,
increases appear to be the result of a failure to take into account changes in marginal costs,
especially related to the growing share of intangible capital (e.g., research and development
(R&D) and software) in companies, not increases in relative prices. In other cases, increases in
markups are the result of intensified competition, as more productive and successful firms gain
market share against laggards. In these cases, markups can increase either because firms are
more efficient or they offer slightly better products or services that consumers are willing to pay
more for—not because of monopoly power.
As always, any implications for antitrust policy need to be based on a careful economic review of
the specific markets in question. Policy decisions should be driven by the goal of increasing
overall economic welfare.

THE CLAIMS THAT MARKUPS ARE UP
The claims of higher markups have often been sweeping. Economist Joseph Stiglitz wrote, “There
has been an increase in the market power and concentration of a few firms in industry after
industry, leading to an increase in prices relative to costs (in mark-ups). This lowers the standard
of living every bit as much as it lowers workers’ wages.” 1 According to Bonnie Kavoussi of the
Washington Center for Equitable Growth, “Markups and corporate profits have been on the rise
since the 1980s.”2 These and other similar claims are based on several recent academic studies
that have been widely touted as the truth, and covered in such major media outlets as The
Economist, The New York Times, and The Wall Street Journal.
Perhaps the most widely cited study is from Jan De Loecker, Jan Eeckhout, and Gabriel Unger,
who asserted aggregate markups rose from 21 percent of marginal cost in 1980 to an astounding
61 percent in 2016.3 Rather than trying to calculate markups directly from marginal costs—
which are extremely difficult to measure—they took advantage of the fact that the markup equals
the elasticity of output to an increase in the use of marginal inputs divided by the ratio of
marginal costs to total revenue, which they estimated with firm-level data. In particular, they
measured the elasticity of output multiplied by total revenue over total marginal costs. They
attributed this increase to a rise in market power, which they have also blamed for a variety of
social ills: “In addition to lowering consumer well-being, market power decreases the demand for
labor and dampens investment in capital, it distorts the distribution of economic rents, and it
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discourages business dynamics and innovation. This has ramifications for policy, from antitrust
to monetary policy and income redistribution.”4
Another team, led by Gauti Eggertsson, used aggregate macro data and also found an increase in
markups over the last 40 years—although much smaller than those found by De Loecker. In
particular, they equated markups with the inverse of the share of total revenues not accounted
for by pure profits (those in excess of the cost of capital). In their baseline case, markups
increased from roughly 1.1 to 1.2 between 1987 and 2015, one-sixth the increase found by De
Loecker et al. Despite this modest increase the authors attribute to it an increase in market
concentration and profits and a fall in the share of income going to labor. 5
Economic theory tends to downplay the role of fixed costs in an industry. It assumes competition
forces companies to set their prices at the marginal cost of producing one more unit. But few
companies set prices at marginal costs.
Other studies have made similar claims. Robert Hall also found a much smaller increase in
markups, on average growing from 1.12 to 1.38 between 1988 and 2015.6 Gustavo Grullon,
Yelena Larkin, and Roni Michaely claimed that a rise in profits between 1972 and 2014 was
caused by increased markups, and not by the use of more capital or improved efficiency.7
MIT economist Thomas Philippon has reported that, since 2000, U.S. markups have increased
by 14 percent relative to Europe, a fact he attributes largely to a decline in competition in the
United States. 8 He stated, “The evidence strongly suggests that increasing concentration in the
US is responsible for an excessive increase in prices by at least 8 percent over the past
seventeen years.” 9 He also asserted that the real increase was actually 14 percent, as the lower
figure does not account for the fact that productivity rose by 6 percent more in the United States
than it did in Europe during that time.10

THE DIFFICULTY OF MEASURING MARKUPS
One of the first problems with this line of inquiry is the difficulty of measuring profit markups in
an economy. Economic theory tends to downplay the role of fixed costs in an industry. It assumes
competition forces companies to set their prices at the marginal cost of producing one more unit.
But few companies set prices at marginal costs. To see why, consider the case of building an
automobile. To get the first car on the assembly line, a company would have to spend tens of
millions of dollars on fixed costs such as R&D, design, and tooling. The actual marginal costs—
the labor involved in assembling the car plus the cost of purchased components—might only
equal half of the total costs if the fixed costs are spread across all cars produced. If the car
company priced the car to reflect marginal costs, it would not be able to fund any long-term
investments, such as in research. Moreover, it would lose money on every car, and soon go out of
business. The end result of an economy in which every firm sets prices on the basis of declining
marginal costs is monopoly: Firms go out of business until there is only one left standing
(presumably the one that can endure financial losses the longest). In other words, marginal
pricing is just another term for predatory pricing—something antitrust regulators can, and
should, take action against.11
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Moreover, a company raising both its expenditures on R&D and its prices in order to recoup that
added investment make it seem to have also increased markups because of the strange way
markups are defined. A significant share of any increase in markups appears to be a reflection of
increased fixed costs, especially intangible costs such as R&D and design.
But even leaving this fundamental point about markups aside, economists recognize that
marginal costs may vary depending on firm size—but they usually assume marginal costs rise as
firms become more complex, rather than decline because of efficiencies of scale. With these
assumptions, any differences between price and marginal cost must signal market power. And
given these restrictions, it is questionable whether markups are meaningful. A more accurate
measure of market power would be the long-run return to capital after all other costs—both fixed
and variable (including the normal cost of capital)—are subtracted.
Even assuming markups, as defined by these economists, are meaningful does not make them
easy to measure. Economist Chad Syverson wrote, “Markups are difficult to measure directly.
They require information not just on prices but on hard-to-observe marginal costs.” 12 Eggertsson,
Robbins, and Wold characterized obtaining data about the marginal costs of production as a
“difficult problem.”13 Firms are not required to, and typically do not, report marginal prices
largely because it is not certain what costs qualify as marginal versus fixed (for example, some of
the electricity cost in a plant is fixed, as it would be used no matter how many cars are
produced; but some is marginal, as it relates to how many assembly lines are running and for
how long), and because the information would help their competitors. Moreover, marginal price
varies by quantity, individual firm, and type of industry. Even De Loecker mentioned marginal
costs are fundamentally not observed, and require many assumptions in order to capture them
from the data. 14
In the abstract to an earlier version of his paper, economist Susanto Basu elaborated on these
restrictions by noting that “different assumptions and methods of implementation lead to quite
different conclusions regarding the levels and trends of markups…. Existing methods cannot
determine whether markups have been stable or whether they have risen modestly over the past
several decades.”15 Another study led by Steven Berry faulted recent studies on markups for
employing an outdated analytical approach in which market structure determines outcomes,
rather than newer models from industrial organization theory. 16 The paper went on to discuss four
separate industries in which the relationship between changes in market concentration and
markups has been radically different.

SIGNS THAT MARKUPS HAVE NOT INCREASED
Leaving aside the fundamental problems of measuring the ratio of prices to marginal costs, other
observers have cast doubt on whether markups have risen significantly at all. In particular, a
number of writers have found problems with the De Loecker study. Robert D. Atkinson and
Michael Lind pointed out that, if markups have tripled, surely profits as a share of gross domestic
product (GDP) would have gone up significantly as well.17 Yet as an earlier paper in this series
shows, domestic, nonfinancial corporate profits as a share of GDP barely rose between 1990 and
2014, and have been declining ever since.18
Atkinson and Lind also pointed to two anomalies in De Loecker’s results. 19 In an earlier version
of the paper, the authors reported smaller companies have seen a larger increase in markups,
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which would seem to refute their contention that market power is causing the rise.20 Second, De
Loecker et al. reported markups for a few individual companies. It is noticeable that Apple and
Walmart, both of which are often alleged to have significant market power, saw their markups
actually decline slightly between 1980 and 2014. At the same time, General Electric’s markup
increased from 1.19 to 1.71, yet its profits fell. Where did all this markup go if not to profits? 21
Susanto Basu found that estimates of higher markups are implausible because they lead to unrealistic
estimates of other economic variables.
Another problem with De Loecker’s model is the assumption that marginal cost, which is used to
calculate the markup, is always equal to average cost. But as noted, this is never true for firms
with either fixed costs or economies of scale—which is most firms, particularly most large firms.
Earlier in his paper, De Loecker recognized that “fixed cost is sizable and has gone up, [but
proceeds anyway].” 22 The model also assumes all firms are identical with regard to fixed costs,
which clearly they are not. These assumptions no doubt make the data easier to model, but
severely limit the relevancy of any results.
Susanto Basu found that estimates of higher markups are implausible because they lead to
unrealistic estimates of other economic variables. For example, De Loecker’s estimates of a
threefold increase in markups implies the average economic profit rate must be around 35
percent of firm sales, a figure even De Loecker admitted is “completely unrealistic.”23 An
additional problem is De Loecker’s estimates imply adding more capital to a process actually
decreases output, which is the opposite of what actually occurs.24 Finally, Basu pointed out that
with high fixed costs and increasing returns to scale, a firm can have high markups above
marginal cost but still not earn enough to cover its total costs. 25 More generally, he noted that
the logical consequence of higher markups is reduced demand for workers as firms cut
production, higher inflation as they raise prices, or increased productivity. Yet at the time of
these studies, the U.S. economy was experiencing record-low unemployment, an inflation rate
that persistently stayed below the Federal Reserve’s target of 2 percent, and a disappointing
decline in the rate of productivity improvement.26
Syverson made a similar observation. When prices are not increasing quickly (low inflation) but
markups are, then costs must be falling quickly (e.g., productivity is growing). But it is not clear
this is happening.27 Higher productivity would help reduce costs, but as already noted,
productivity has been growing slowly for the last two decades. (See figure 1.)
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Figure 1: U.S. labor productivity growth rate, three-year moving averages 28
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It is possible costs have fallen enough to offset the slow productivity growth. According to
Syverson, unit labor costs have risen more slowly than inflation, but the timing is bad. Most of
the decline he has found in labor’s share of income occurred after 2000, whereas the largest
markup increases happened between 1980 and 2000. In contrast, unit capital costs for
nonfinancial corporations have grown faster than inflation for the past 20 years, raising firms’
costs of doing business. So if prices are not rising, productivity increases are low, and costs are
not falling, it is difficult to see how markups could increase significantly.

COULD HIGHER MARKUPS BE DUE TO OTHER CAUSES?
De Loecker et al. have acknowledged a number of limitations to their study. In addition to the
inherent difficulty of measuring markups, and the erroneous assumption that any prices over
marginal costs are a problem, they found that, while markups have risen in many industries,
within industries, the story is more complicated. Higher markups have occurred largely within a
relatively small group of firms at the top of the markup distribution; firms in the middle of the
distribution have not increased their markups. This redistribution within industries accounts for
roughly two-thirds of their total increase in markups. 29 But an increase in market power likely
benefits all companies in an industry to some extent, as the industry becomes more concentrated
and firms gain pricing power. The fact that only a few firms benefit, and that markups have risen
in other countries and within smaller companies suggests market power is not likely to be the
dominant cause.
De Loecker listed several reasons besides an increase in market power that could explain rising
markups, including an increase in fixed costs, greater economies of scale, changes in market
structure, an increase in customer demand, and the introduction of new product varieties. 30 The
first two causes would require firms to raise their markups in order to recover the full cost of
doing business, as firms with no markup would suffer losses and go out of business. The last two
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would mean consumers find products more valuable and therefore would be willing to pay higher
prices for them.
The central claim by the proponents of the theory that increased markups are a result of reduced
competition would suggest markups should be higher in the United States, which they argue has
embraced a laxer antitrust enforcement regime. Yet a companion paper led by De Loecker
looking at 70,000 firms in 134 countries finds similar results: The average markup (measured as
the ratio of price to marginal cost) increased from 1.1 to 1.6 between 1980 and 2016.31 This
again casts doubt on the theory that higher markups in the United States are due mainly to lax
antitrust enforcement—and strengthens the argument that global economic and technological
trends, including the increased importance of intangible capital, are affecting the measurement
of markups.

RISING MARKUPS APPEAR DUE TO MISMEASUREMENT
A number of economists have argued that, in one way or another, estimates of significantly rising
markups are due to mismeasurement. Tad Lipsky, for example, has argued that much of the
higher markups found by De Loecker are from growing international sales by firms located in the
United States. 32 This would lead to higher markups if firms are able to command a higher price
on their exports—which, if true, would be far less worrying. In fact, to the extent international
sales result from U.S. firms obtaining higher prices from foreign customers for better products, or
from gaining market share by cutting nonlabor costs, the United States would be better off. Even
if markups represented the exercise of market power in overseas markets, that would be a
problem for other competition authorities, not ours. 33
Other studies have calculated markups using a broader definition of fixed and variable costs, and
found little or no increase in markups.
Another possibility is these studies do not include all relevant costs when measuring the markup
between price and cost. Atkinson and Lind challenged De Loecker’s conclusion that higher
markups stem from growing market power: “A more logical explanation for this finding of
increased markups… is that the ratio of fixed costs to marginal costs has increased in most
industries, particularly as investments in intangible capital (e.g., marketing, software, R&D) have
increased significantly.” 34 If the intangible nature of these assets makes them difficult to value,
the possibility of mismeasuring markups is even greater.
The Eggertsson paper also points to other “compelling” hypotheses that could explain some of
these trends, such as an increase in either the risk premium for capital or in the amount of
unmeasured intangible capital.35 “Intangible capital” refers to spending that is intended to yield
a return on areas such as software, research, advertising, management, and training. And over
the period of time these authors studied, intangible capital increased steadily in as a percent of
GDP, from 6.1 percent in 1977 to 12.1 percent in 2011. 36 These increases alone are likely more
than enough to account for the finding of increased markups, as this capital was not reflected in
variable costs.
For example, the paper does not include the cost of marketing in marginal costs on the theory it
only shifts demand from one firm to another, rather than creating independent value.37 Whether
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this is true—and some economists dispute this notion—it is irrelevant to assessing market
power.38 This omission leads to higher estimated markups. Moreover, one could say the same
about any cost: The employees and machines of one firm create products that would otherwise
be made by other firms.
Other studies have calculated markups using a broader definition of fixed and variable costs, and
found little or no increase in markups. The markup is usually defined as the ratio of the selling
price and the marginal cost of producing one more unit. Fixed costs are usually ignored because
they have already been incurred. In a competitive market, as long as the market price is higher
than the cost of producing another unit, the firm should accept it. Of course, with fixed costs,
the price may not be enough to cover the firm’s average cost, so it will eventually go out of
business. Steven Berry pointed out that rising fixed costs and declining marginal costs (in some
cases zero) due to increases in the use of information technology could also be driving
measurements of higher markups. 39 Indeed, the marginal cost of most software is zero (i.e.,
whatever it costs to send the bits over an Internet connection), so the markup would be close to
infinite (yet, of course, if software firms charged marginal cost they would eventually fail—unless
they could make up the revenue another way, such as through advertisements).
Economist James Traina calculated public nonutility, nonfinancial firm markups, including
marketing and management expense in marginal cost, which have accounted for a rising share of
production costs, and are both fixed and variable in nature. He found that, when these costs are
included, markups have increased only modestly since the 1980s, and remain within historical
variation. 40 Although marketing and management are not normally included in the cost of goods
sold, they represent another category of spending: selling, general, and administrative expenses
(SG&A). He also showed that, because markups tend to vary with firm size, markup estimates
that only look at public firms tend to bias aggregate estimates upward because firms with low
markups are more likely to exit the industry, leaving only firms with higher and economically
sustainable markups.41

IS COMPETITION DRIVING FIRMS TO BECOME MORE PRODUCTIVE?
Besides mismeasurement, estimates of higher markups might be driven by an increase—rather
than a decline—in competition. A number of studies support this thesis. For example,
economists David Autor et al. used data from the U.S. Economic Census going back to 1982.42
They concluded that globalization and new technologies have increased competition within a
number of industries. This in turn has pushed sales toward the most productive firms, allowing
their markups to increase as their costs relative to others in the industry have fallen. This trend
has not extended to the majority of firms in a given industry, as median markups have been flat
or even falling—and larger firms have been more productive. They also noted that these
“superstar” firms have tended to become more specialized within their industries, rather than
trying to expand into other markets. This same trend has occurred in Europe. What is ironic is if
these “superstar” firms cut prices, they would gain market share and likely be accused by antimonopolist firms of predatory practices.
A recent study by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) provides further support. Looking at a
large number of industries in different countries, it also finds a consistent record of rising
markups in developed countries: about 8 percent since 2000.43 However, within an industry,
firms differ in their experience. For most country/industry pairs, higher markups are associated
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with more innovation within the industry. The top 10 percent of firms ranked by markup are 30
percent more productive and 30 percent more intensive in their use of intangible assets. 44 All of
these correlations are consistent with causes other than market power—especially with the theory
that international competition has increased—pushing firms to become more productive, partly
by increasing their investment in intangible assets. These costs are usually omitted from
markups. Again, the fact that similar increases are occurring within other countries indicates this
is due to changes in global economic markets rather than in national antitrust enforcement.
The IMF found that trends in the United States are driven mainly by a reallocation of market
share within industries, reflecting in part “a growth-enhancing reallocation of resources away
from low-markup, low-productivity firms toward high-markup, high-productivity counterparts.”45
In most industries, only a fraction of firms raise their markups. And these tend to be the most
productive and innovative companies whose relative costs are falling. The study finds little
evidence that pro-competition policies have weakened. This is especially true because the study
weighs firms’ markups by their revenue when calculating aggregate markups. If higher
competition causes consumers to move away from firms with low-markups and toward innovative
firms with higher markups because the latter provide more valuable products, then the industry
markup will rise even if no company changes its individual markup.
In many industries, the rise in aggregate markups likely reflects an increase in competition rather than
an increase in market power. Market share is shifting toward more productive, more innovative firms,
as it always has, and this is a trend we should welcome.
We have seen that markups need to be interpreted with caution. It may be the case that in some
industries market power is allowing firms to raise their markups, but the studies asserting high
markups are not able to ascertain which they are because of methodological limitations. Where
market power stems from mergers or anticompetitive practices, antitrust laws already give
regulators the power they need to deal with those problems. In other cases, the IMF report lists
several procompetitive policies that deserve general support. These include reducing domestic
barriers to entry, liberalizing trade, and making it easier for low-productivity firms to catch up to
high-productivity firms. 46
However, it would be a mistake to interpret recent studies as calling for a radically different
approach to antitrust policy in order to stem rising concentration and market power. To begin
with, a lack of good data makes markups extremely difficult to estimate. The increase in fixed
costs—including a rise in intangible assets—and economies of scale also casts serious doubt on
markups as a useful statistic, since virtually all firms, especially ones in innovation-based
industries, need high markups in order to recover their total costs and stay in business.
Second, the fact that De Loecker found markups to be higher in smaller firms, that other studies
have found higher markups in other countries as well, and that higher markups are not always
associated with increased concentration or higher profits all points to alternative explanations.
Finally, in many industries, the rise in aggregate markups likely reflects an increase in
competition rather than an increase in market power. Market share is shifting toward more
productive, more innovative firms, as it always has, and this is a trend we should welcome. In
fact, one could argue that in an economy wherein fixed costs are rising relative to marginal
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costs—and economies of scale, in part through the greater use of information technology, are
increasing—rising markups are natural. For 40 years, antitrust policy has demanded careful
economic analysis of the relevant markets to drive policy responses. We should not abandon
it now.

ABOUT THIS SERIES
In a series of short reports, the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF) is
examining many of the key claims behind the argument that a significant change in U.S.
antitrust policy is warranted. In most cases, we find that the empirical evidence is weaker than
claimed; in others, the causal relationships are speculative. Although some of the broader
trends—such as a decline in innovation—raise serious social issues, they usually have several
causes. Finally, in most cases, it is not clear antitrust policy is either the cause or an effective
cure. Broader social policies need to be enacted for such issues as income inequality
and privacy.
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